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TESSY V4.0 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

Frank Büchner, December 2016 --- 003 

Feature Related 

What is new in TESSY V4.0? 

The main enhancements of TESSY V4.0 with respect to TESSY V3.2 are: 

 Substantial improvement for the test of software written in C++ by use of new 

technology 

 Improved test data management: Test cases can now be inherited to ease 

testing of variants of software 

A comprehensive list can be found on the Hitex web. 

Can I re-use my existing test cases created with TESSY V3.2 in TESSY V4.0? 

Yes, this is possible. If you open a TESSY database (*.pdbx) created using TESSY 

V3.2 in TESSY V4.0, TESSY V4.0 asks you if you want to convert the database from 

the format used by TESSY V3.2 in the format used by TESSY V4.0. If you confirm, 

the conversion is done automatically by TESSY V4.0. Please note: This conversion is 

irreversible! 

Can I convert test cases created with TESSY V4.0 back into the format used in 

TESSY V3.2? 

No, this is not possible. 

Is TESSY V4.0 already pre-qualified for use in safety-related software 

development, like TESSY V3.2 is currently? 

The process for the update of the certificate is finalized (2015-11-10). This means the 

current version TESSY V4.0.9 (and all following versions V4.0.x) are pre-qualified. 

I’m currently testing software written in C++ using TESSY V3.x. Can I continue 

testing in TESSY V4.0? 

No, this is not possible. The technology used for testing software written in C++ in 

TESSY V4.0 is very different from the technology used in TESSY V3.x. Therefore 

porting of test cases from TESSY V3.x to TESSY V4.0 is not possible. You should 

conclude your testing project using TESSY V3.x. 

Is integration testing possible for software written in C++? 

Integration testing (i.e. component testing using the Scenario Editor perspective) is 

not yet implemented for software written in C++. 

 

https://www.hitex.com/fileadmin/documents/tools/dynamic/tessy/TESSY_V40_Features.pdf
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Can I use any C++ cross-compiler with TESSY V4.0? 

In TESSY V4.0.9 only the native GNU g++ compiler for Windows applications is 

supported. Support for C++ cross-compilers will be added in subsequent versions of 

TESSY. 

License Related 

I have a valid license for TESSY V3.2. What do I need to operate TESSY V4.0? 

A license valid for TESSY V3.2 is not valid for TESSY V4.0. Therefore you need a 

new license which is valid for TESSY V4.0. All TESSY customers under maintenance 

receive such a license by e-mail automatically. 

Do I need an updated version of the Floating License Server (FLS)? 

Yes. Please install the FLS version which is included in the TESSY V4.0 distribution.  

If I update my license for TESSY V4.0, can I still use TESSY V3.2? 

Yes. A license for TESSY V4.0 is also valid for former versions of Tessy.  

Can I operate Floating License Servers for different TESSY versions (e.g. V2.9, 

V3.x, V4.0) in parallel (on the same computer)? 

No. However, you can install the FLSs in parallel. You need to stop a running FLS 

before you start the other FLS.  

Can I run different versions of TESSY in parallel? 

Yes. You can install and run different versions of TESSY (e.g. V2.9, V3.x, V4.0) on 

the same computer. (If you use several versions in parallel you will need an 

appropriate number of licenses; if you use the versions alternatively, one license is 

sufficient.) 


